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Citizenship protest that blacks and whites used
interstate buses in 1961 to test whether the
Southern states followed the Supreme Court decision
on interstate transport
May 4, 1961: White Mob attacked the Free Order
from the south of Washington DC. Pay for essay
It is important to remember that history is important
in conversations about racial discrimination, but
history is now being used to justify marginalization.
Prior to the civil rights movement in the 1960s, the
history of resistance and civil rights was not actually
the focus; it seems to be a new movement
compared to societal racial discrimination over
centuries Because it seems to be. change. "To make
brave dialogue with students about racing,
educators may first learn to communicate with
colleagues, after using the guides they will check
students' ethnic problems of various subjects When
they go up and down they can guide them to a safe
harbor, not to make them get badly stormed (25)
The number of African American rights movement in
the 1950s and 1960s failed more than success.
However, in the general history of the civil rights
movement, we will never talk about that failure. In

the history of civil rights history, this movement was
a gloomy story: once there was racial discrimination,
then Martin Luther King Jr. entered the city, he killed
evil racial discrimination did. Termination It results in
its basic element, and almost every civil rights film
follows this basic script. If this history is true, it is a
good thing, but almost all of them are wrong.
In the new federal costume, the alternative rights
reflect the specific history of American racial
discrimination in the history of slavery, civil war,
failure of reconstruction, KKK, Jim Crow, apartheid
and civil rights movement and their reactions doing.
In other words, this is the direct result of the longterm brewing of tension in American ethnic relations,
it is also our reaction that we do not want to reveal
that the Confederate Army is a civil war, It is at the
expense of history. This brand of racist and white
supremacy lies in the DNA of our country.

